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Abstract 
A consideration is made for the practical application of Weaver's formulae 
and for recording separately the external and internal parts of short-period geo-
magnetic variations in a region of local anomaly, and the possibility for detect-
ing the magnetic effect which might be expected from a time-change in the un-
derground electrical state is discussed. It is shown that the effect would be very 
small, but it might be possible to find out the effeect on the record if we employ 
magnetometers of very high sensitivity and the location of anomaly is not so 
deep. 
1. Introduction 
It has long been an aim of geomagnetic researchers to separate the geo-
magnetic field observed on the ground into parts of external and internal 
origin. There are two methods for the separation ; analytical and numerical. 
The analytical method usually called "Spherical harmonic analysis" was ini-
tiated by Gauss (1838) and followed by a number of workers for the study of 
the geomagnetic field and its variations on a worldwide scale. The numerical 
method often called "Surface integral method" was first discussed by Vestine 
(1941) and developed by several authors. 
In recent years, the surface integral method has been employed and fur-
ther developed for the study of local anomalies of the geomagnetic field. Siebelt 
and Kertz (1957), for example, made it possible to separate the field along a 
certain straight line in a confined region. Their method has been extended 
into the three dimensional case by Weaver (1963), and his result seems to be 
most convenient for the practical use. 
This paper proposes a method for recording separately the external and 
internal parts (and also the ratio of them) of short-period geomagnetic varia-
tions by a network observation in a region of local anomaly, by employing 
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Weaver's formulae, and then discusses the possibility for detecting the magnet-
ic effect which might be expected from a time-change in the electrical state 
of the earth's interior. 
2. Separation of Short-Period Geomagnetic Variations by a Network 
Observation 
The short-period anomaly in the geomagnetic field is a fact that has often 
been reported its existence in places, and the fact is thought to be caused by 
some conductivity anomaly in the earth's interior. This fact may suggest that 
we should separate, first of all, the short-period geomagnetic variations into 
parts of external and internal origin, in order to discuss not only the under-
ground electrical state but also the cause of the variations of external origin. 
On this account we first discuss the method of separation in a region 
where a local anomaly is expected to exist, by utilizing Weaver's formulae. 
Weaver (1963) supposed the earth as half space. Right-handed Cartesian co-
ordinates (x, y, z) are taken on the earth's surface to be northward (x), east-
ward (y) and vertically downward (z), the magnetic-field components are 
designated respectively by corresponding capital letters (X, Y, Z). Each com-
ponent has its external part (X., Y., Z.) and internal part (Xi, Yi, Zi), and these 
two parts are separated at a point (x0 , Yo) on the earth's surface. 
duced two integral operators (M, and M2) : 
He intro-
............ (1) 
.. " " " . ". (2) 
where U indicates one of the three components (X, Y, Z). Using these opera-
tors, the X, Y and Z components at the point (x0 , y 0) are separated as follows : 
1 1 X.=y{X(xo, Yo) +M,Z(x, y)}, X,= y{X(x0 , y0) -M,Z(x, y)} 
1 Y.=y{Y(xo,Yo) +M2Z(x,y)}, 
1 Z,=y{Z(xo,Yo) -M,X(x,y) -M2Y(x,y)} 
1 Z,=y{Z(xo,Yo) +MS(x,y) +MXCx,y)} 
It is easily seen from (1) and (2) that the denominator of the integrand is 
equal to the cube of the distance from a point (x, y), at which an area element 
dxdy is taken, to the separating point (xo, Yo) at which we want to separate 
the field-variations. The numerator in equation (1) indicates the distance of 
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a point (x, y) from the y axis, and 
that in equation (2) is the distance 
from the x axis. Thus if, for sim-
plicity, the point (xo, Yo) is taken to 
be an origin of the coordinates, 
equations (1) and (2) are easily 
translated into the form in two-
dimensional polar coordinates (r, 8) 
(see Fig. 1). The results are 
1 J00J2" COS (} M1 U= --2 U(r, 8) - -drd8 1r o o r 
............ (4) 
1 JooJ 2" sin 8 M2U= --2 U(r, 8)--drd8 rr o o r 
············(5) 
We now intend to calculate 
this integral from the actual net-
work of observations. An example 
of such a network is shown in Fig. 
4a 
Fig. 1. Showing an observation network, 
where open circles indicate observing 
points, and crosses show points at which 
the fields are estimated from two neigh-
bouring points. 
1, where open circles indicate observing points. The procedure of actual cal-
culations is as follows : Taking the Z component as U, for example, and the 
separating point (x0 , Yo) to be the origin (0, 0), we have approximately 
M1Z= -f-r_L[ z (r, rr8 )cos rr8 +Z(r, 3; )cos 3; rr o r . 
+ .... .. + z(r. 1 ~1r)cos1 ~1r]dr 
Assuming that at points indicated by crosses in Fig. 1 the fields are taken to 
be an average of them at two neighbouring observation-points, that is, for 
example 
z(za, ~ )=+{z(2a, ~ )+Z(2a. 3;)} 
we have the final result as follows : 
-M~Z=0.058{Z(2a, ~ ) -z(za, 7; )-z(2a, 9;) +Z(za, 1 ~rr)} 
+0.020[Z(4a, ~ )-z(4a, 7;)-z(4a, 9;)+Z(4a, 1 ~rr)} 
+0.024{Z(2a, 3;)-z(2a, 5;)-z(2a, Jtrr)+z(za, 1~rr)} 
+ o.ow {z ( 4a, 3:)-z( 4a, 5;)-z( 4a, 1t7r) + z( 4a, 1~7rH .. .. .. (6) 
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A similar expression for M2Z is also easily obtained, and we can calculate X,, 
X,, Y, and Yi from (3), by using observed values X (0, 0) and Y (0, 0) at the 
origin. It is also possible to obtain Z, and Zi from M1X and M2Y in the same 
way, if necessary. These calculations would be automatically carried out by 
an appropriate electronic circuit, and we will be able to record separately the 
external and internal parts of the short-period geomagnetic variations. 
From the result of continuous recording of X, and X,, for example, we 
can pick up an element of a particular period (Tp, say) of the geomagnetic 
variations by using a frequency analyser. Thus we will finally be able to re-
cord the ratio X,(Tp)jX,(Tp) for the element of period Tp. It would be ex-
pected that if the electrical state of the earth's interior does not change with 
time, the ratio should be constant in time, within the limits of error. Thus 
the continuous recording of the ratio may enable us to detect any time-change 
in the underground electrical state on one hand, and to study quantitatively 
the external-origin part without any local anomaly of internal origin on the 
other. 
3. Magnetic Effect of Induced Currents in the Earth 
The problem detecting conductivity anomalies in the earth's interior by 
using induced currents has already been studied by Rikitake (1959, 1962]. He 
discussed the magnetic effect observed on the ground, when a conducting body 
is suddenly inserted in an earth of non-conducting, and showed that the effect 
is very small. We shall discuss another example of the magnetic effect of in-
duced currents associated with a conductivity anomaly in a conducting earth. 
Some approximations are made for simplicity, one of which is the assumption 
that the background electric-field distribution does not change from that specifi-
ed by skin effect, even when the conductivity in a limited region does change 
suddenly. 
The earth is treated as a semi-infinite conductor the conductivity (a1) of 
which is I0-15 e.m.u. A left-handed Cartesian coordinates are taken on the 
earth's surface (see Fig. 2); x andy being northward and westward, respec-
tively, and z vertically downward. Permeability (!1) is taken to be unity every-
where. 
It is supposed that the external magnetic field which changes with time ma-
kes the electric field Eueiwt in the x direction on the surface, where Eu is the 
field intensity at t~me t=O. Time factor etwt is omitted hereafter for simplicity. 
The electric field Eo induced in the earth would be decreased exponentially 
downward for the sake of skin effect (see, e.g., Price (1965]), so that it is ex-
pressed in the form 
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Fig. 2. Half-space earth and anomaly in it. Fig. 3. Coordinate systems which 
Coordinate systems are also shown together 
with induced electric field. 
have their origin at the center 
of the anomaly. 
~ 
Eo= (Eue-k•, 0, 0) · · · ··· · · ···· (7) 
where 
k = v' 2rrawP. 
Now let us consider the case ir: which a spherical anomaly of conductivity 
a2 occurs at a depth zo. The field Ev caused by this anomaly may have a po-
tential f/Jv, i.e., 
E p=-gradf/Jv ... . ... .. . . . (8) 
Here two coordinate systems, (~. "1/, 0 and (/, 8, ¢), having their origins at the 
center of the anomaly are introduced as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where~ is north-
ward, "f/ westward, and C: upward. Then z and C: has a relation z=zo-C:. and 
-~ - - ... Eo and Ev makes the total field E. From (8) and div i = 0, we have 
82f/Jp + ()2f/Jp + 82<!Jp =0 
8~2 8"f/2 8(2 .. .... .... . . (9) 
and the solution of this equation is given by 
<Pv= ~ t (A,.m+ B:m )Pnm(8){c?s m¢ 
n- o m~ o l sm m¢ 
.... ...... .. (10) 
in polar coordinates. Coefficients (Amn's and Bmn's) are unknown and these 
are decided from the following boundary conditions : i) <Pv is finite at infinity 
(l=O and l = ro), ii) <Pv is continuous at the surface (l=L] of the anomaly, and 
iii) the normal component of the total current density f is continuous at the 
surface of the anomaly. The approximation that exp (KL sin 8 sin¢) is equal 
to unity is employed. If we take L=lO km and w=2rr/ 60, for an example, we 
have 
0.97~exp (KL sin 8 sin¢) ~1.03 
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though this approximation might be somewhat rough when the anomaly is an 
ellipsoid of revolution as will be mentioned later. 
Coefficients being obtained, the potential are given by 
(out of the anomaly) 
· ··· · ······· (11) 
f/Jp 2 =A1°l cos(} (in the anomaly) 
where A1°=(A-l) / 0+2) Egexp(-KZ), and A is the ratio a2/a,. From (8) and 
-(11) the current dnsity ] P caused by the anomaly are obtained, and the total 
current density becomes 
(out of the sphere) 
(in the sphere) 
Then Biot-Savart's law gives the magnetic effect observed on the ground just 
above the anomaly, i. e., 
B=H= L' [.,[!~3Rd~d7}d( .. .. ........ (12) 
where the distance from the point (~ . 7}, 0 in the earth to the point (x, y ) on 
the ground are denoted by R, its magnitude being R. 
This calculation was carried out for anomalous (proper) currents by use of 
a high-speed computer, and the results are listed in Table 1, where the effect 
of the anomaly is normalized by the effect where no anomaly exists. 
Table 1. Magnetic effect of the anomaly which is a sphere of radius 10 km and is 
located at depth 50 km. The internal field when no anomaly exists is supposed to 
be unity and the period T=60 sec. 
At the point ). X y z 
{x=O 
y=O 10 0.000 0. 001 0.000 
tx=O 
y=O 10
2 0.000 0.002 0.000 
{x=20 km 
y=20 km 10 0.000 ~0 . 001 0.000 
Table 2. Magnetic effect at the point (0, 0) on the earth's surface when the anomaly 
is an ellipsoid of revolution and is located at depth 50 km. The internal field when 
no anomaly exists is supposed to be unity and T=60 sec. Case A; major axis is 
in the ~ direction. Case B ; major axis is in the 7J direction. 
Case J J. I X Y z 
A 10 0. 000 0.018 0.000 
A 102 0.000 ~0.16 0.000 
B 10 0.000 ~0.004 0. 000 
B 102 0.000 ~0.05 0.000 
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Table 3. Magnetic effect at the point (0, 0) on the earth's surface when the anomaly 
is an ellipsoid of revolution. The internal field when no anomaly exists is suppos-
ed to be unity and T=1 sec. Case C; the depth of the center of the anomaly is 
50 km. Case D; the depth of the center of the anomaly is 30 km. 
Case ). X y z 
A&C 10 0.000 0.061 0.000 
A&D 10 0.000 ~0.17 0.000 
Although the present argument is confined to the case when the anomaly 
is a sphere, it is easy to extend into the case of an ellipsoid of revolution. 
There are two cases ; when the major axis is along the ~ direction, and when 
it is along the r; direction. These results are also listed in Table 2 and Table 3. 
In the above argument the ratio A of a2 to a1 was taken as 10 or 100. This 
conductivity gap is thought to be probable as mentioned in a recent paper by 
Akimoto and Fujisawa (1965J in which they suggested an abrupt ascent of con-
ductivity when Fe2Si04 changes its phase from olivine to spinel in a heating 
process. 
4. Concluding Remarks 
Above estimate may suggest the difficulty to catch the effect of change in 
the underground electrical state by use of geomagnetic variations. However, 
this is only a model calculation, and therefore the possibility is never abandon-
ed, because it is expected that the effect would be larger when the anomaly 
exists at depth shallower than 30 km, e.g., as in volcanic cases. Another possi-
bility may arise when some electromotive forces are produced in the earth by 
different mechanisms, such as a chemical reaction. In this case, the associat-
ed electric current may directly be reflected in the magnetic field observed on 
the ground. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that even if we cannot detect any effect of 
anomalous behaviour of the underground electrical state, the result of this 
observation would be very useful for the study of short-period geomagnetic 
variations of external origin, because most of discussions about these problems 
are still based on the result of the total (external plus internal) field. 
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Note added in proof. Numerical coefficients in equation (6) are too small as compared 
with the results hitherto obtained by means of spherical harmonic analysis. The reason 
is that the numerical integration of equation (4) is made, as an example, for a limited 
area ( r :s;::4a) , instead of a wide area (r-"'" ), so that the coefficients should, in practical 
use, be decided experimentally after much observation are made. 
